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Membership Meeting: February 16—7:00 p.m.
Room 129 Olin Hall, Whitman College

PROGRAM: CATCHING COLLARED LIZARDS:
Somebody's Gotta Do It.
The Pleistocene was a time of tremendous climatic
change; species either went extinct, adapted, or
moved in response to the increasing cold. Delbert
Hutchinson, Associate Professor of Biology at
Whitman College will focus on one species, the
collard lizard, and tell the story of how that species
dealt with the ecological challenges of that time and
those that have come since. The fascinating thing is
that historical forces also leave patterns in DNA of
living organisms that can help us untangle what
happened. It is a classic example of evolution at work
in populations in a relatively short time. Plus,
collared lizards are just cool.

Saturday, February 18
Field Trip
Harper Joy Theatre Parking lot
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Delbert Hutchison earned a Ph.D. from Washington
University in St. Louis. His research interests
include: phylogeography and population genetics;
natural history of the Blue Mountains. At Whitman, he teaches courses in
conversation biology, evolutionary biology, biostatistics, natural history, genetics.

Field Trip
SNOW GEESE, BALD EAGLES AND MORE!
Saturday, February 18 - 8:00 a.m.
February is a great month for seeing huge numbers of waterfowl and bald eagles
that winter along the Columbia and Snake Rivers. Make plans to join Mike and
MerryLynn Denny as they lead this fun field trip to western Walla Walla County.
We could easily see over 50 species of birds.
The number of snow geese that make a winter stop-over in the McNary National
Wildlife Refuge has been increasing in recent years. On last year’s February field
trip we witnessed over 20,000 snow geese leave the fields at the south end of the
refuge heading for the ponds on the east of the refuge. Wave after wave of them
flew over, calling as they passed. Will we be so fortunate again this year? Let’s
hope so!!!
Meet at the Harper Joy Theater parking lot at 8:00 a.m. sharp, and Plan to car pool.
Bring a lunch and don’t forget your binoculars and a field guide. Several scopes will
be available to allow close looks at the birds. We plan to return mid-to-late
afternoon. Contact Mike or MerryLynn m.denny@charter.net or 529-0080 if you
have any questions
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Bird Festivals
DO BIRD FEEDERS HELP OR HURT BIRDS?
Excerpts from Living Bird, Winter 2017
According to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, more
than 50 million North Americans feed birds. That’s
more than 1 million tons of seed, what scientists call
supplementary feeding, provided to birds every year.
According to the most recent State of North America’s
Birds report, one-third of our continent’s bird species
need urgent conservation action. More than 400 birds
are on the report’s Watch List of species considered
most at risk of extinction.
There are some natural questions that emerge from these
facts: Is this massive annual experiment in
supplementary feeding affecting our continent’s bird
populations? And if so, is feeding birds harmful or
helpful?

SAVE THE DATE: Olympic BirdFest, April 7-9,
2017. Enjoy guided birding trips, boat tours, live
auction & raffle, gala banquet, and more. Our
featured speaker: noted nature photographer Bonnie
Block. Join our festival pre-trip: a three-day, twonight birding/sightseeing cruise of the San Juan
Islands, April 4-6, 2017. Register separately at
www.pugetsoundexpress.com/audubon.
BirdFest registration at www.olympicbirdfest.org.
OTHELLO SANDHILL CRANE FESTIVAL
March 26-28, 2017
The 20th Anniversary of this popular festival is
coming up and you won’t want to miss it. Mark
you calendars now! Details will be available in the
next issue of the Magpiper.

Photo by George Jameson

There are some clear benefits of feeding birds. We
know that some regular feeder visitors are doing very
well, because their populations are growing and ranges
expanding. But supplementary feeding has also been
associated with negative impacts such as disease
transmission, deaths from window strikes and increased
predation pressures. Can we reconcile these disparate
consequences of bird feeding and determine if feeding is
actually harmful on a broad scale.
Cornell Lab decided to put nearly 30 years of Project
Feeder Watch data to use to try to answer this question.
They made one simple prediction: if feeding birds is
harmful, then the species that use feeders the most
should be doing the worst, all else being equal. They
looked at 98 species that use feeders at least a moderate
amount and excluded species that rarely visit feeders.
They found that species that use bird feeders the most
tended to be doing just as well as, or better than, species
that use feeders more sporadically.
But which are the species in need of urgent conservation
action? They aren’t visiting your feeders. The species
most in trouble are seabirds, shorebirds and tropical
forest dwellers. This means that although feeding birds
may not be harmful to the species that use feeders the
most, it also isn’t helpful to the species that most need
our help.
We still have a lot to learn about the impacts of feeding
birds, such as possible indirect effects on migratory
species, or possible effects on generalist predators that
may subsequently impact population on non-feeder
birds. But don’t take down your feeders in despair. One
of the most important impacts of feeding birds is that it
allows people to feel connected with the natural world.
It can inspire people to engage in environmental
advocacy and conservation action to help the many
species that need more than sunflowers.
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Audubon News

Bird of the Month

AUDUBON WASHINGTON 2017 GOALS

CHESTNUT-BACKED CHICKADEE
Poecile rufescens

As 2017 kicks into full gear, we are motivated by the
opportunities that lie before us this legislative session.
With immense political challenges at the federal level,
we must use this opportunity to make Washington state
an example for the rest of country.
We are Audubon. We put birds first. That means in
the 2017 state legislative session, we’ll be advocating
strongly on the following priorities:
Pricing Carbon Pollution - climate change is the
number one threat to birds. By putting a price on the
carbon pollution, we can help reduce the amount of
greenhouse gas in the atmosphere, slow the pace of
climate change, and give birds more time to adapt.
Clean Energy - promote incentives for local renewable
energy, specifically solar power, to ensure a clean
energy future.
Forest Health - investments in locally driven largelandscape forest restoration and community
preparedness projects that improve the resilience of
Washington’s communities and forests.
Forage Fish - funding to collect information about the
little fish that are the bread and butter of the marine
world. We will also be working to include a recreational
license for smelt to help monitor their harvest.
Additionally, we’ll be working with our partners in the
Environmental Priorities Coalition to protect our water
sources, reduce risks associated with fossil fuel
transport, and increase funding for pollution clean-up:
Water for People, Farms, and Fish - proposes
solutions that will protect wildlife, farms, and
homebuyers by providing a balanced, reliable, and
sustainable supply of clean water to our homes and
farms.
Oil Transportation Safety - provides safeguards
against the risks from oil transport that continue to
threaten the safety of our communities, the health of our
environment, and local economies.
Protecting Communities from Toxic Pollution - the
Model Toxics Control Act has been a successful law
dedicated to addressing toxic pollution throughout our
state. Currently, the Act faces a $70 million funding
shortfall that threatens to stall toxic waste site cleanups,
derail successful pollution prevention programs, and
eliminate support for communities dealing with harmful
pollution problems. We will be advancing a funding
solution to reduce harmful pollution today and over the
long term.
Join the Audubon Advocacy Day, February 21, 2017 in
Olympia. For information contact Audubon
Washington wa.audubon.org

Size: 4.75 inches
Description: Back is a
rich chestnut brown with
rich brown flanks. Head
is bold dark and white,
similar to black-capped.
Photo by Jim Parrish
Chestnut-backed chickadees are only found in western
North America. They are a fairly common bird west of
the mountains, but are found primarily in the coniferous
forests east of the mountains. They are the smallest of
the chickadees found in our area.
Although they feed primarily on insects and other
arthropods, they also eat seeds, berries and fruit pulp.
They feed their young mainly caterpillars and wasp
larvae.
The male chestnut-backed chickadee finds possible
nesting sites but the female builds the nest. Nest sites
can be holes in rotted trees, stumps and posts or old
woodpecker holes. The foundation of the nest is moss
and strips of bark, but fur or hair make up the rest of the
nesting material. A layer of fur is used to cover the eggs
when the adults leave the nest. The nest is usually 1-12
feet off the ground. Forest management practices to
remove dead limbs and trees can make it harder for
these birds to find nest sites and may be a reason for
their decline in population in the past 50 years.
They can often be found foraging with mountain
chickadees, kinglets, nuthatches and brown creepers in
the Blue Mountains. They occasionally come to feeders
during cold weather, although none have been reported
yet this winter in Walla Walla. On the west side of the
mountains they are a common feeder bird.
The three chickadee species we have in our area (blackcapped, mountain and chestnut-backed) all have similar
behavior patterns. They flit through the trees, hanging
upside down to pluck insects or seeds from cones and
give a scolding call for everyone to hear. However, the
three species look different. The familiar black-capped
chickadee has a black and white head and gray backs.
The mountain chickadee has white stripe over the eye,
and the chestnut-backed has a chestnut back. There are
also differences in their calls, which is another way to
tell them apart. Finally, black-capped chickadees tend
to be found at lower elevations than the other two
species.
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The World Around Us
BOBCAT Lynx rufus

ARE WE REALLY PLANT-BLIND?
Bird Watcher’s Digest, Jan/Feb, 2017
Are our fellow humans virtually hard-wired to ignore
plants? Multiple studies have revealed that we humans
are attracted to images of animals rather than plants, and
we more readily recognize and remember those animals.
But, except for some popular flowers, vegetables, and
trees, most people barely notice plants. This behavior is
obvious even in young children. Moreover, this even
translates into public policy, with the majority of
conservation efforts devoted overwhelmingly to
animals. Plants comprise 57 percent of officially
endangered species in the United States, but they receive
less than four percent of Endangered Species Act
funding.

Bobcat kittens on S. Fork Russell Creek Road
Photo by Rodger Shoemake
The bobcat is the most common wildcat in North
America that is named for its short, bobbed tail. It is a
medium sized cat (males 16-28 lbs. and females 10-18
lbs.) that is slightly smaller but similar in appearance to
their cousin, the lynx. Their coats vary in color from
shades of beige to brown fur with spotted or lined
markings in dark brown or black, with black tipped ears.
Though the bobcat prefers rabbits and hares, it hunts
insects, chickens, geese and other birds, small rodents,
and deer. Prey selection depends on location and habitat,
season, and abundance. Its habitat varies widely from
forest and mountainous areas to semi-deserts and brush
land. A habitat with dense vegetation and lots of prey is
ideal.
Like most cats, the bobcat is territorial and largely
solitary, although the male has some overlap in its home
range. It uses several methods to mark its territorial
boundaries, including claw marks and deposits of urine
or feces. Each bobcat may have several dens, one main
den and several auxiliary dens, in its territory. The main
den is usually a cave, rock shelter, hollow log or fallen
tree. The auxiliary dens are often brush piles, rock
ledges or stumps.
Mating season is usually late winter with the kittens
being born in early spring. Litter size is 1-6. Kittens
begin eating solid food around two months and begin
learning to hunt by 5 months. By the time they are 8-11
months, the kittens are evicted from their mother’s
territory.
Bobcats are still hunted and trapped for their fur
throughout most of their range. Habitat destruction and
expanding human population limits their range.

In a study recently published in Conservation Biology,
Kathryn Williams and Mung Balding of Australia’s
University of Melbourne asked whether “plant
blindness” is inevitable. “We are absolutely dependent
on plants for life and health, but so often they fade into
the background and miss out in the direct actions we
take to protect our planet” says Williams. “I wonder
how the world would look if more people, instead of
seeing a wall of green, saw individual plants as potential
medicine, a source of food, or a loved part of their
community.”
Some scientists think that bias is related to simple
animal movement.
Some think that this is an
evolutionary predisposition, with animals historically
having posed far more immediate threats or benefits to
humans than plants. But Balding and Williams also
point to cultural drivers. If people in industrialized
societies pay little attention to plants, examples are
everywhere of indigenous communities deeply
connected to plant lore and dependent on plant
knowledge.
Of course, bird watchers may not ignore plants as much
as the general public does. After all, and most
fundamentally, plant life makes up essential habitat.
But, as Williams puts it, how can we help people in nonindigenous societies “move away from seeing plants just
as green background?” The dominant bias is not
inevitable, the authors insist. “Part of the wonder of
plants is that they are incredibly different from us,” says
Williams, “but I’ve noticed that people often catch that
sense of wonder once they start noticing how much of
life we share.”
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Events
GREAT BACKYARD BIRD COUNT
February 17-20, 2017
Launched in 1998 by the
Cornell Lab of
Ornithology and National
Audubon Society, the
Great Backyard Bird
Count was the first online
citizen-science project to
collect data on wild birds
and to display results in
near real-time. Now, more
than 160,000 people of all
ages and walks of life
worldwide join the fourday count each February
to create an annual
snapshot of the distribution and abundance of birds.
How to participate:
1. Register for the count or use your existing login
name and password. If you have never participated in
the Great Backyard Bird Count or any other Cornell Lab
citizen-science project, you’ll need to create a new
account. If you already created an account for last year’s
GBBC, or if you’re already registered with eBird or
another Cornell Lab citizen-science project, you can use
your existing login information.
2. Count birds for at least 15 minutes on one or more
days of the GBBC. You can count for longer than that
if you wish! Count birds in as many places and on as
many days as you like—one day, two days, or all four
days. Submit a separate checklist for each new day, for
each new location, or for the same location if you
counted at a different time of day. Estimate the number
of individuals of each species you saw during your
count period.
3. Enter your results on the GBBC website by
clicking “Submit Observations” on the home page.
Or download the free eBird Mobile app to enter data on
a mobile device.
If you already participate in the eBird citizen-science
project, please use eBird to submit your sightings
during the GBBC. Your checklists will count toward
the GBBC.
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Musings

by Chris Howard
Goose Talk

It’s not hard to hear goose talk. In the fall and
winter all one has to do is stand outside close to
sunset or sunrise and the long triangular skeins of
geese pass overhead. The geese always announce
their arrival by their loud compelling honks which
almost force one to look up and view their passage.
The question that I have been pondering and
discussing with other goose observers is: “What are
the geese actually saying?” It seems obvious that
they are communicating something to each other and
not just honking to entertain us on the ground. Most
of the opinions I have heard or read seem to think
the geese in the back are encouraging those in front
to keep flapping hard especially since the ones in the
back are drafting from the geese ahead of
them…”Come on keep going, you can do it! It’s only 30
more miles to the river!” But I have heard some of
the smaller geese toward the back of the line honking
in a much more whiney, plaintive tone that definitely
sounded like "Mooooom, do we haaave to go?” Or a
repetitive irritating honk. “Are we there yet? I’m
hungry!” On a cold snowy day, I looked up and heard
the second goose in line honking strident back seat
driver calls “If you would have just turned back
there we would already be at the lake!”
One day I was riding my bike along Mill Creek at
sunset, before all the snow had made biking way too
slippery, when I was inundated by a huge flock of
geese all trying to land in the relatively narrow creek.
I could hear some of them honking in air traffic
control goose talk “Goose-43 go right…goose-79 a
little more to left….goose 27 abort! abort! Goose 36Watch out you’re landing on goose 14!”
Stepping out into the silence of a cold, snowy
Christmas morning, my reverie was broken by the
exuberant honks of a perfect triangle of geese flying
unusually low over the house. I was just standing
there trying to decipher their plaintive calls fading
into the distance when I noticed something white
gently drifting down from the clear sky. Was it a late
falling snow flake? I reached over onto the bush next
to me and was surprised and grateful to find a soft,
snow white feather of goose down. A Christmas gift
from the passing flock. A little later, slowly walking
the dog along the icy sidewalk, I notice another
downy white feather lying on the ice. I bent down to
pick it up only to have it melt at the touch of my
finger. It’s amazing the similarity between a cluster
of snow flakes and soft white goose down. On this
snowy winter day, am I surrounded by feathers or
flakes?
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In the Field...by Ginger Shoemake
The first Tuesday walk of 2017 at Bennington Lake on
January 3 was cold and a bit snowy, but we saw some
nice raptors— red-tailed hawks, a northern harrier, a
rough-legged hawk, American kestrels, and a bald
eagle. Also seen were two great horned owls, a longeared owl and several Townsend’s solitaires. The lake
was frozen so there was no waterfowl.
Mike and MerryLynn led a group of birders north of
town on January 5
to see what winter
birds they could
find. There was a
very large flock of
gray-crowned
rosy finches on
Pettyjohn
Road
and Paul Treman
captured this great
photo!
The group also saw horned larks, long eared owls,
tree sparrows and three golden eagles.
Rodger and I drove up Mill Creek on January 5. We
saw wild turkeys, a Steller’s jay and a dipper.
However the highlight was watching a tree with rotted
apples hanging from it that was full of varied thrushes,
a hermit thrush, house finches, juncos and song
sparrows.
During the cold weather on January 5, Paul and Judy
Treman had four varied thrushes, a large flock of both
kinds of waxwings and several robins coming to their
crab apple trees. A short time later a sharp-shinned
hawk came through. All of this in addition to blackcapped
chickadees, juncos, house
finches,
goldfinches, house sparrows and song sparrows made
for a birdy day.
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Rodger and I went for a drive west of town on January
13 to see what we could find in the cold weather. We
found a barn owl in a hay stack on Frog Hollow. We
saw many red-tailed hawks, three rough-legged hawks
and several American kestrels. We also saw large
numbers of pheasants and quail in pastures where the
cows were being fed.
On January 13, Priscilla Dauble reported that she was
feeding apples to the robins and varied thrushes
because they had stripped the berry bushes. I had several
reports from others who were doing the same to help the
birds. Priscilla also had two Cassin’s finches at her
feeders.
On January 15, Brenda Warden reported a strange dark
eyed junco in her yard. It had a white eye ring and a
little white on the face. These abnormalities show up on
birds, especially juncos.
MerryLynn watched a red-tailed hawk snag a starling
and pluck it in her front yard on January 15. Birds
aren’t the preferred choice of food for red-tails, but
when they are hungry they will go for what is available.
We saw that when we were visiting our son’s place on
Stateline on January 15. A Cooper’s hawk dove into a
tree full of starlings and snagged one. As it flew off
with its prey a red-tailed hawk swooped in and the
Cooper’s dropped the starling. The red-tail picked it up
and flew off to enjoy a meal.
On January 16, Joe Corvino had a fox sparrow in his
yard along with a varied thrush.
Karen Bury sent me photos of some of her yard birds on
January 16 including this one of a downy woodpecker
and a yellow-rumped warbler sharing a suet feeder.

On January 6, Mike and MerryLynn re-found the great
gray owl that Nat Drumheller saw on Lewis Peak on
New Year’s Day.
A western screech owl took refuge in Jonathan and
Melissa’s bird
feeder
on
January 8 after
chasing
a
junco.
Melissa was
able to get this
photo before it
flew away.

We had 17 lesser goldfinches and 20 American
goldfinches on January 19. They were on the thistle
feeder and also in the alder tree munching away on the
little cones. We drove up Mill Creek as far as
Kooskooski to check on the level of the creek—it was
high but not over the banks. We saw an American
dipper at the first bridge.
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Jim Parrish saw a ring-neck duck, a bufflehead, a
common goldeneye, 3 hooded mergansers and 3
common mergansers on Mill Creek near Rooks Park
on January 19;
Mike and MerryLynn birded north of
Walla Walla with Jim and Sue Parrish
on January 20. Highlights were a
golden eagle, a short-eared owl, a
killdeer, 16 long-eared owls and this
Harris’s sparrow that MerryLynn
photographed.
Paul and Judy Treman were joined by seven birders on
the January Field Trip around town on January 21. The
highlight of the trip was finding wood ducks in two
separate locations. After birding for a couple hours the
group went to John’s Bakery for coffee and treats.

Six people walked the icy trails of Bennington Lake on
January 24. There were very few birds around, but they
did see 4 red-tailed hawks and two northern harriers.
It looks like two of the red-tails are protecting their nest
along the canal.
Mike and MerryLynn found raptors galore along Frog
Hollow and McDonald roads on January 27. There were
72 red-tailed hawks, 4 rough-legged hawks, 1
northern harrier and near the feedlot, one peregrine
falcon and one prairie falcon.
Linda Hanson and I walked the
trails behind my house on January
27. The only birds we saw were
near feeders but there were lots of
them! Many juncos and whitecrowned
sparrows,
house
finches, goldfinches and one tree
sparrow. Canada geese flew
over several times. When I got
home and looked outside a
Cooper’s hawk and a sharpshinned hawk were having a
territorial dispute in our backyard.
Rodger snapped this photo of the sharpie (who is a daily
visitor to our yard these days!)
On January 28, Rodger and I saw two pairs of ringnecked ducks, two male common mergansers and
several mallards at Lynn Sealey’s pond. On our way
home from looking for raptors (we found tons!) we saw
several hundred canada geese circling over the dump
along Highway 12.

Mike and MerryLynn birded the Blue Creek road on
January 21.
They found some interesting birds
including wild turkeys, a bald eagle, a pileated
woodpecker, several Townsend’s solitaires, a Steller’s
jay and two American dippers.
Del Henry had a nice variety of waterfowl on his pond
on January 24—hooded mergansers, green-winged
teals, American wigeons, mallards, a gadwall a
northern shoveler and these ring-necked ducks that
he photographed.

MerryLynn watched a merlin chasing robins by the
Village Church in College Place on January 28.
If you’re like me, you probably spent a considerable
amount of time during the bitter cold in January keeping
food available for the birds. Hopefully the coldest days
of winter are over and spring is not too far away.
February is still a time when uncommon winter birds
may visit your yard. Keep an eye out for them, and
email me at housewren084@gmail.com to let me know
what you are seeing.
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